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European foreword 

This document (EN 17665:2022+A1:2023) has been prepared by Technical Committee CEN/TC 261 
“Packaging”, the secretariat of which is held by AFNOR. 

This European Standard shall be given the status of a national standard, either by publication of an 
identical text or by endorsement, at the latest by September 2023, and conflicting national standards shall 
be withdrawn at the latest by September 2023. 

Attention is drawn to the possibility that some of the elements of this document may be the subject of 
patent rights. CEN shall not be held responsible for identifying any or all such patent rights. 

This document includes Amendment 1 approved by CEN on 14 March 2023. 

This document supersedes EN 17665:2022. 

The start and finish of text introduced or altered by amendment is indicated in the text by tags !". 

This document has been prepared under a Standardization Request given to CEN by the European 
Commission and the European Free Trade Association, !and supports essential requirements of 
EU Directive(s) / Regulation(s). 

For relationship with EU Directive(s) / Regulation(s), see informative Annex ZA, which is an integral part 
of this document." 

Any feedback and questions on this document should be directed to the users’ national standards body. 
A complete listing of these bodies can be found on the CEN website. 

According to the CEN-CENELEC Internal Regulations, the national standards organizations of the 
following countries are bound to implement this European Standard: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, 
Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, 
Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Republic of North 
Macedonia, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Türkiye and the United 
Kingdom. 
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Introduction 

The Directive (EU) 2019/904 “on the reduction of the impact of certain plastic products on the 
environment” introduces the requirement that plastic caps and lids of single-use plastic beverage 
containers and composite beverage packaging up to 3 litres capacity shall remain attached to the 
container during the intended use stage.” 

This document was developed with the principal objective of: 

— Characterizing the attachment of the cap or lid to the container by a minimum resistance to a tensile 
force and the ability to remain attached to the container over the products intended use stage. 

— Defining the test methods and performance criteria to ensure that the beverage container has met 
legal requirements. 

— Ensuring that safety aspects of the attachment feature have been considered. 

The intended use stage of the product infers that the attachment feature must resist normal handling of 
the cap or lid by the consumer to access the contents and, if necessary, reclose the container for 
subsequent further servings of the beverage. Intentional forced separation of the cap from the container 
will always be possible and is formally excluded from “intended use” as considered in this document. 

The development of this document takes into account the necessity not to undermine the requirements 
of the Packaging and Packaging Waste Directive (94/62/EC) and its amendments in particular terms of: 

— Prevention, limiting the packaging volume and weight to the minimum adequate amount to maintain 
the necessary functionality, by avoiding the use of excessive material. 

— Recyclability and recycling capability. 

In the course of the development of this document it was identified that the attachment of caps and lids 
to the container may interfere with established and efficient plastic bottle recycling equipment, 
particularly if attached caps or lids hang loose. This aspect is outside of the scope of this document, but it 
is recommended that the user takes into consideration best practice guidelines established by the 
stakeholders. 
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1 Scope 

This document specifies the requirements and test methods to demonstrate that plastic caps and lids of 
single-use beverage containers with a capacity of up to three litres remain attached to the container 
during the product’s intended use stage. This document also addresses the need to ensure the necessary 
strength, reliability and safety of beverage container closures, including those for carbonated drinks. 

This document applies to the strength, reliability and safety impacted by the attachment features and 
does not apply to the overall closure system. 

2 Normative references 

The following documents are referred to in the text in such a way that some or all of their content 
constitutes requirements of this document. For dated references, only the edition cited applies. For 
undated references, the latest edition of the referenced document (including any amendments) applies. 

ISO/IEC GUIDE 51:2014, Safety aspects — Guidelines for their inclusion in standards 

STN EN 17665+A1: 2023 Úrad pre normalizáciu, metrológiu a skúšobníctvo Slovenskej republiky
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